bagamoyo as a world heritage?
historical buildings
conservation area, proposed
by authorities in Bagamoyo
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The idea of nominating Bagamoyo for the Unesco list of Cultural Heritage of the World grew in 1987. By then the Government focused
on the very township- the Stone town. (Bothe, 2003)
In Stone town, from the late 19th century, most of the houses along
the narrow streets are two or three stories high made of white
washed coral stone. Along one of the streets there are a few shops in
the ground floor of the buildings, but most of the houses are dwellings. Closer to the sea there are a couple of large buildings used as
administrative buildings during the German and English colonial time.
Many of the historical buildings in Stone town are however no more
then ruins now, while others even vanished completely. In 2002, during a conference of international experts held in Bagamoyo, it became obvious that the township alone would not meet all requirements to be listed as a World Heritage. As a result, the whole idea
was extended to the entire trade route- from Ujiji in the western Tanzania, through the country to Bagamoyo at the Oceans shore. (Bothe,
2003)
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the coast of bagamoyo
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The beach has always been important for Bagamoyo. The coast was
already 2000 years ago used as an important port for the inland caravan routes continuing at sea. Today when the main entrance to
Bagamoyo is no longer from the sea but from the Dar es Salaam
road- and since the commercial centre has moved from the Stone
town by the coast to the interior parts of town- the coast is not very
present in town.
Today fishing together with farming is the main income for the people
in Bagamoyo. (Areskough & Persson, 1999) During the week the
beach is mainly used as a working area for fishermen. The area
around the fish market is very vivid during parts of the day. After the
fishermen arrive with the catch, a lot of activities around the fishing
industry take place. Boats and nets are being repaired, small fishauctions take place and fish is being prepared for selling and cooking
in the food stalls.
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The northern part of the beach is dominated by large hotels, mainly
tourists are using this part of the beach. During the weekend, the
nice climate and the calm atmosphere attract people to spend time at
the beach. Inhabitants of Bagamoyo and people from Dar es Salaam
come to the beach to meet, rest, walk along the beach and maybe to
eat at the Badeco hotel. Most people who visit the beach for recreation use the part below the small hotel Badeco down to the Art
School. Below Badeco there are benches facing the sea. Apart from
this place there are not many public places along the sea in the
shadow where you can sit down.
From the Art School and the whole way to the Kaole Ruins there are
not many people, only a few fishermen have their boats at the beach
below Kaole village. The ground is sometimes difficult here when the
mangrove swamps are thick.
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bagamoyos vegetation
From a distance Bagamoyo looks green. The skyline is filled with
palm trees and trees with leaves. But coming closer the vegetation
thins out. The reason could be that most of the greenery in the town
is situated between or behind the buildings, not providing the streets
with any shadow.
In the most central parts, close to the New market, there is not much
vegetation at all and the large open areas are here extremely hot.
One large tree is situated close to the market. In the shadow under it
a man is having a small business on the ground. The neighbourhood
of Dunda, where there are mostly dwellings and not many stores, is a
little bit greener but here, as in most of the other parts of Bagamoyo,
the greenery does not provide the street with shadow.
Large public places in shadow are rare in Bagamoyo. But in the
neighbourhood of Dunda there is a large place shaded by six large
trees. In the shadow you may find a small group of men sitting on a
bench they brought from the house, or a group of men is sitting at a
carpet selling fruit on a small table. In the middle of the square there
is an old well still being used, often children are playing and climbing
at the well.
The neighbourhood Majengo outskirt has kind of alot vegetation. The
grass on the ground is green and between the houses there are hedges and bushes. In a few places there is a large tree providing a
small part of the street with shadow. The area is a little bit cooler
then rest of Bagamoyo because of the shadow from the trees but also
because the area are situated on a small hill.
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